Wednesday, March 13, 2019

RACE 1:

1–2–7–3

RACE 2:

5–4–1–2

RACE 3:

3–7–6–4

RACE 4:

1–4–6–2

RACE 5:

2–1–6–7

RACE 6:

7–5–3–1

RACE 7:

7–6–3–2

RACE 8:

2–6–5–7

RACE 9:

7–5–1–6

RACE 10: 4 – 6 – 5 – 3
RACE 11: 3 – 12 – 8 – 7
RACE 12: 5 – 1 – 4 – 7
RACE 13: 3 – 2 – 5 – 4
*First-Race Post is 1:15 p.m. ET

New Week, New Post Time
With Monday and Tuesday a thing of the past,
Gulfstream Park will roar into a new five-day racing
week on Wednesday afternoon. Daylight-savings
time is certainly in full effect – hope you’ve made up
that hour sleep deficiency by now – and racing fans
will find a new weekday first post of 1:15 p.m. ET
waiting for them at GP. Wednesday’s card, in fact,
features 11 races, led by a main track-bound cast of
three-year-old fillies in the 10th race; that serves as
the day’s dirt finale. Trainer Victor Barboza Jr. is a
year-round mainstay – and consistently sharp
winner – here in South Florida. And over the last
two years, his operation has grown exponentially
not only in quantity but in quality. In fact, the
Venezuelan-born Barboza saddles one of the
newest additions to his South Florida shedrow here
late Wednesday, a three-year-old Gio Ponti filly
named Helen. Helen appears to have found the
perfect spot to test the waters at Gulfstream Park.
She’s 2-2-1 from six starts – all as a two-year-old –
has already scored at the one mile distance (around
one turn, to boot) and brings quality speed to the
mix. Helen returns off a 123-day layoff from post 4
with Emisael Jaramillo. She should be tough to
beat as the favorite.
Heidi Ho Legit Race 1 Chalk
Trainer Efren Loza Jr. always warrants a serious
look, especially in turf sprints here at Gulfstream.
This barn wins at a high percentage and appears to
have found a terrific spot for their Heidi Ho in the
Wednesday opener. Heidi Ho catches a fairly
modest-looking field while she drops to the lowest
claiming level – a good move – of her career.
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